FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 14, 2012

JUDGE ANDREA L. ROCANELLI SPEAKS AT DELAWARE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

The Women in Business Forum invited Judge Andrea L. Rocanelli to speak at the Delaware Chamber of Commerce on February 7, 2012. Judge Rocanelli’s lecture detailed information on the Court of Common Pleas’ problem-solving efforts including the Court’s Drug Diversion program and the Court’s Consumer Debt collection actions. Judge Rocanelli also spoke to the group about her involvement with the Delaware Coalition on Health and Justice. The coalition, which is funded through an Office of the Women’s Health grant, seeks to identify alternative approaches to addressing prostitution in our community.

The mission of the Court of Common Pleas for the State of Delaware is to provide assistance and a neutral forum to people in the resolution of their everyday problems and disputes in a fair, professional, efficient and practical manner. Judge Rocanelli was appointed to the Court of Common Pleas in April 2009. Prior to her appointment, Judge Rocanelli was Chief Disciplinary Counsel for the Office of Disciplinary Counsel of the Supreme Court of Delaware. She received her undergraduate degree from Boston College and her law degree from Harvard Law School.
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